Abstract. This paper proposes an improved method for converting a fine-resolution flow direction map into a coarseresolution river network map for use in global river routing models. The proposed method attempts to preserve the river network structure of an original fine-resolution map in the upscaling procedure, as this has not been achieved with previous upscaling methods. We describe an improved method in which a downstream cell can be flexibly located on any cell in the river network map. The improved method preserves the river network structure of the original flow direction map and allows automated construction of river network maps at any resolution. Automated construction of a river network map is helpful for attaching sub-grid topographic information, such as realistic river meanderings and drainage boundaries, onto the upscaled river network map. The advantages of the proposed method are expected to enhance the ability of global river routing models by providing ways to more precisely represent surface water storage and movement.
Introduction
Global river routing models, which simulate river discharge from the land to the ocean along river networks, were developed primarily to close the hydrological cycle in climate models (e.g., Miller et al., 1994; Sausen et al., 1994) . Routing of runoff is also useful for validating the amount and timing of runoff generation by land surface schemes in climate models (e.g., Oki et al., 1999; Hirabayashi et al., 2005) . Given that observation-based global datasets of runoff are generally limited, model-simulated runoff can best be evaluated by comparing simulated river discharge (routed runoff) against observed stream hydrographs, which
Correspondence to: D. Yamazaki (yamadai@rainbow.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp) are widely available for major river basins. In addition, river discharge may be considered as a renewable freshwater resource for human activities (e.g., Oki and Kanae, 2006) , and global river routing models are useful for water resources assessments under the present and future climate conditions (e.g., Hanasaki et al., 2008) . Global river routing models are, therefore, essential tools for hydrological and water resources studies on a global scale.
Global river routing models delineate river networks by dividing the entire globe into many small grid cells, within which hydrological processes are represented (e.g., Miller et al., 1994; Oki et al., 1999) . River routing schemes adopted in these models receive discharge from upstream grid cells and route it to downstream grid cells. This requires that a river network map includes the downstream location of each grid cell. A river network map is expected to imitate the geomorphology of actual flow paths and basin boundaries for a realistic simulation of river discharge.
Various methods of constructing a river network map for macro-scale (grid size, ≥10 km) river modeling have been investigated for more than a decade. The basic and simplest method is called the "steepest slope method" (e.g., O'Callaghan and Mark, 1984; Marks et al., 1984; Miller et al., 1994) , which determines the downstream direction of each grid cell as the steepest slope among the eight neighboring grid cells. The gradient between two grid cells is calculated by the distance between the centers of the two grid cells and the difference in the cell-averaged elevations. Realistic drainage directions can be inferred from the steepest slope method when grid resolution is fine enough (≤1 km); however, this method is not appropriate for macro-scale hydrological modeling because the considerably coarser grid resolution (≥10 km) may cause the cell-averaged elevation, which dictates the direction of water flow, to be inconsistent with the micro-scale topography (Renssen and Knoop, 2000) . Consequently, a coarse-resolution river network map extracted by the steepest slope method often fails to represent Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union. the proper structure of river networks, and errors must be corrected manually with reference to an atlas (Oki and Sud, 1998) .
Fine-resolution flow direction maps (grid size, ≤1 km) have been successfully constructed by applying the steepest slope method to Digital Elevation Models (DEM) (e.g., Jenson and Domingue, 1988; Costa-Cabral and Burgas, 1994; Tarboton, 1997; Orlandini et al., 2003) . Although global fine-resolution flow direction maps such as HYDRO1k and HydroSHEDS (Lehner et al., 2008) are available, they cannot be used directly in global-scale models because of the excessive computation time required as a result of the fine detail. To make use of a fine-resolution map in global modeling, the information must be aggregated into a coarse-resolution river network map. For clarity, in this paper, the term "flow direction map" refers to an original fine-resolution map, and a "river network map" is a coarse-resolution map for macro-scale models. The procedure of converting fineresolution into coarse-resolution is referred to as an "upscaling method." Various upscaling methods have been proposed to derive river network maps for use in macro-scale river routing models (O'Donnell et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2000; Fekete et al., 2001; Döll and Lehner, 2002; Olivera et al., 2002; Olivera and Raina, 2003; Reed, 2003; Paz et al., 2006; Davies and Bell, 2009 ). All of these upscaling methods derive river network maps using the "deterministic eight neighbors" (D8) form, in which the downstream direction of a grid cell is determined by one of the eight neighboring grid cells. Figure 1 illustrates the original fine-resolution flow paths (red lines) and a coarse-resolution river network map (blue vectors) constructed via a basic upscaling method. Hereafter, fine-resolution grid elements are termed "pixels," and coarse-resolution grid elements are termed "cells." For most upscaling methods, the first step is to determine an outlet pixel for each cell (Fig. 1) . The outlet pixel of each cell is defined as the pixel with the largest upstream area in the cell (small green squares, Fig. 1 ). Most upscaling procedures then trace the flow path downstream from the outlet pixel of a target cell (e.g., shaded pixels are traced from the outlet pixel of cell A2, Fig. 1b ) on the fine-resolution flow direction map. When the traced flow path reaches the outlet boundary of one of the eight neighboring cells, that neighboring cell is assigned as the downstream cell of the target cell (e.g., cell B3 is assigned as the downstream cell of cell A2, Fig. 1b ). To determine outlet pixels or downstream cells, some upscaling methods take into account decision criteria, most of which attempt to neglect flow paths just entering and leaving the corner of a cell (e.g., Olivera et al., 2002; Reed, 2003; Paz et al., 2006) . Although various criteria have been introduced to reduce errors caused by upscaling procedures, the basic framework of most upscaling methods still consists of two procedures: firstly, selecting the outlet pixels for each coarse-resolution cell; and second, determining the downstream cells for each cell by tracing fine-resolution flow paths. Despite the improvements in upscaling methods, none have achieved error-free delineation of coarse-resolution river network maps (Paz et al., 2006) . Breakdowns of the original river network structure can often be found in the coarse-resolution grid cells within which multiple rivers coexist. For example, cell B3 in Fig. 1a has streams of both Rivers A and B running through it. The outlet pixels of cell A2 (Fig. 1a) belong to River B on the original flow direction map, but the drainage direction of cell A2 on coarseresolution river network map is erroneously assigned toward cell B3, whose outlet pixel belongs to River A. Owing to this error, the upstream stretch of River B is disconnected from its downstream stretch and is incorrectly merged into River A, causing significant distortions in both river structures. To represent the original river network on the upscaled river network map with a minimum degree of alteration, the drainage direction of cell A2 should be manually modified into cell A3, thus connecting the upstream and downstream of River B (as shown in Fig. 2) .
The manual correction of drainage directions weakens the connection between the upscaled river network map and the original flow direction map and consequently nullifies the fine-resolution information, such as elevation distribution or river meandering, contained in the original fine-resolution maps. These sub-grid topographic features have seldom been treated adequately in previous upscaled river network maps, even though they are critical for determining hydrological characteristics such as river channel slopes required by river discharge simulation (Arora and Boer, 1999) or elevation profiles in floodplains for inundate area estimation (Coe et al., 2008) . The drainage direction of cell A2, which was erroneously assigned to cell B3 in (Fig. 1a) , is modified to cell A3 in order to connect the upstream and downstream stretches of River B.
When the outlet pixels of the upstream and downstream cells belong to different river basins according to an original flow direction map, the flow path on the original map is disconnected on the upscaled river network map. Conversely, when the two outlet pixels are located in the same flow path of the original map, the original upstream-downstream relationship can be preserved in the upscaled river network map. In this paper, we propose a new upscaling method focused on this point. The procedures of the proposed upscaling method are presented in Sect. 2. The application and validation of the method are shown in Sect. 3. The characteristics of the upscaled river network map are discussed in Sect. 4, followed by the conclusion in Sect. 5.
Method

Data used
The new upscaling method introduced in this paper is named the Flexible Location of Waterways (FLOW) method, because a downstream grid cell on the upscaled river network map can be flexibly located using the coordinate number of the grid cell, instead of the traditional eight directions toward neighboring cells (D8 form). Here, the "coordinate number" refers to the tag, such as A1 or B2 in Fig. 1a , used to identify the location of a grid cell. The FLOW method requires two fine-resolution topographic datasets, i.e., a flow direction map and a surface elevation map, at the same resolution, to generate a coarse-resolution river network map as well as supplementary maps of river network parameters. It was previously established that flow directions can be determined from a sufficiently precise surface elevation map (Orlandini and Moretti, 2009) . However, precise elevation maps on a global scale are still limited. Furthermore, for river channels that have been artificially modified from the natural condition, it is quite difficult to derive actual flow directions using only DEMs. Therefore, a flow direction map is also listed as a requirement for our FLOW method.
The flow direction map of the Global Drainage Basin Database (GDBD) at 1-km resolution (Masutomi et al., 2009 ) was used in this study as an input dataset. Each pixel of the GDBD flow direction map is assumed to have only one downstream direction toward one of the eight neighboring pixels (D8 form assumption). We used GDBD because it shows better geomorphologic agreement with actual river networks compared with HYDRO1k, which has been widely adopted in previous global-scale upscaling studies. The GDBD flow direction map was generated from a DEM based on hydrologically corrected DEM (HYDRO1k-DEM) used to generate datasets of HYDRO1k, but with considerable modification by referencing it to reliable and highly accurate line datasets of rivers and basin boundaries currently available.
In addition to the GDBD flow direction map, we used the SRTM30 DEM data derived from the Shuttle Rader Topography Mission (SRTM) of NASA. The SRTM30 DEM data can be combined with GDBD datasets because of its high accuracy among global-scale DEMs and comparable resolution to GDBD. Due to a difference in geometric projections between the GDBD and SRTM30 datasets, the SRTM30 DEM is spatially interpolated to construct a surface elevation map with the same grid coordinates as the GDBD.
The FLOW method can also be applied to other flow direction maps and elevation maps, including HydroSHEDS maps, which provide 90-m resolution datasets in global scale (Lehner et al., 2008) . Using finer-resolution input datasets requires more computation for the upscaling procedures, but helps to construct a river network map with more precise subgrid topographic information. However, this paper focuses on the upscaling method itself rather than the input datasets. Therefore, the GDBD flow direction map and the SRTM30 DEM, which require a lighter computational load, were chosen as input datasets.
Procedures for upscaling to river networks
The procedures for extracting a river network map by the FLOW method are summarized below.
2.2.1
Step 1: Identify the outlet pixel of each coarseresolution cell.
-Step 1.1: From among the pixels assigned on the border of a target cell, the pixel with the largest upstream area is marked as a potential outlet pixel for that specific cell (pixels marked with a small green square in Fig. 3a ).
-Step 1.2: The flow path on the fine-resolution flow direction map is traced from the potential outlet pixel of the target cell until it reaches another potential outlet pixel downstream. The pixels between these two potential outlet pixels are defined as the "river channel pixels" of the target cell. For example, in Fig. 3b , the shaded pixels between pixels I and II are determined as the river channel pixels for cell D2. The river channel length of From among the pixels allocated on the border of a target cell, the pixel with the largest upstream area (green square) is selected as a potential outlet pixel. The river channel length between the outlet pixel and its downstream outlet pixel (shaded pixels between pixels I and II) is calculated. If the length is shorter than a designated threshold value, the outlet pixel on the downstream edge of the river channel (pixel II) is rejected as an outlet pixel. From among the pixels allocated on the border of each cell, excluding those rejected as outlet pixels (indicated by crosses), the pixel with the largest upstream area is again selected as a new potential outlet pixel (small green squares). The steps for calculating the river channel length and reselecting potential outlet pixels are repeated until the condition for the river channel length is satisfied for all cells.
a target cell is measured along the fine-resolution flow path, with the diagonal step distance taken to be √ 2 times of the pixel size.
-Step 1.3: If the measured river channel length is shorter than a prescribed threshold value, the outlet pixel on the downstream edge of the river channel pixels is rejected as the outlet pixel. The threshold value is introduced to exclude pixels which compose a flow path just entering and leaving a corner of a cell, because they are not favorable cell outlet pixels (Paz et al., 2006) . The threshold value is set at about half the size of cells at the equator (e.g., 50 km for a target resolution of 1 degree).
-Step 1.4: From among the pixels allocated on the border of a target cell (excluding those rejected in Step 1.3), the one with the largest upstream area is selected as a new potential outlet pixel for that cell. For example, in Fig. 3c, the initially estimated potential outlet pixels of cells A4 and C2 (marked with cross symbols) are now replaced with new pixels having the second largest upstream area (marked with small green squares and vectors).
-Step 1.5: Hereafter, Step 1.2, Step 1.3, and Step 1.4 are repeated until the river channel length becomes longer than the threshold value. When this criterion is satisfied, the selected potential outlet pixels at that step are accepted as the final outlet pixels for the cells.
2.2.2
Step 2: Determine downstream cells to construct river network map.
-Step 2.1: The fine-resolution flow path is traced from the outlet pixel of the target cell until it reaches the next outlet pixel downstream, and the coarse-resolution cell where the next outlet pixel is located is determined to be the downstream cell of the target cell. For example, in Fig. 4a , the flow path of cell D3 (marked with a bold black vector) reaches the outlet pixel allocated within cell B5; hence, the downstream cell for cell D3 is assigned as cell B5. By repeating this process, the downstream cells for all cells are determined. Their coordinate numbers are recorded on a river network map, as illustrated by the bold blue vectors.
-Step 2.2: If the fine-resolution flow path traced from the outlet pixel of a target cell reaches a river mouth as indicated on the original flow direction map, this target cell is recognized as a river mouth cell on the upscaled river network map. The group of pixels that drain into the outlet pixel of a cell (shaded pixels in (b)) is the drainage area for the cell. The drainage area for each cell (indicated by thick grey lines in (a)) is calculated to construct a drainage area map.
2.2.3
Step 3: Derive sub-grid topographical parameters for upscaled river networks.
-Step 3.1: The river channel length for each cell is measured according to the procedures described in Step 1.2, and the lengths are saved as a "river channel length map."
The elevation of the outlet pixel for each cell is derived from the surface elevation map and is determined as the elevation of the river channel for that cell. These values are then saved as a "river channel elevation map."
-Step 3.3: A group of fine-resolution pixels draining into the outlet pixel of a target cell is determined as the "drainage area pixels" of that cell (see the shaded pixels in Fig. 5b ). In this paper, the term "drainage area" is used in the context of the area defined for each cell whose size is almost similar to a coarse-resolution cell, and the term "basin" is used in the context of a larger drainage region (e.g., the Amazon River basin). The value of the drainage area defined for each cell (Fig. 5a ) is stored in a "drainage area map."
Application
Results
The FLOW method has been applied to construct global river network maps at various special resolutions. Figure 6 illustrates the Monsoon Asian part of the upscaled global river network map at a resolution of 1 degree (cell size, ∼100 km). The bold blue lines indicate river channels, and the circles indicate river mouth cells. As shown in Fig. 6 , the upscaled river network map derived by the FLOW method reproduces realistic river networks and basin boundaries. Some intersections of river channels can be found in the upscaled river network map, as highlighted in Fig. 7a . However, these intersections appear only when an illustration method connecting the centers of drained and draining cells is used. As shown in Fig. 7b , no intersections are displayed when a more appropriate representation of connections is used. The significant difference between the FLOW method and other upscaling methods is the way in which the downstream cells are determined. In previous methods, a downstream cell is indicated by one of the eight neighboring cells (D8 form), whereas in the FLOW method, a downstream cell is flexibly indicated by its coordinate number on the upscaled river network map. For example, in Fig. 4b , the downstream cell of cell D3 is not one of its eight neighboring cells.
Flexible location of downstream cells allows the original river network structure to be preserved, whereas previous upscaling methods using the D8 form do not. With previous methods based on D8 form, a disconnection of the original flow path occurs when the outlet pixels of the upstream and downstream cells belong to different rivers on the original flow direction map. In such cases, the upstream of one river basin is mistakenly merged into a different river basin. For example, in Fig. 1a , the upstream stretch of River B is incorrectly merged into River A at cell B3. This is one weakness of upscaling methods using the D8 form: it is mathematically impossible to resolve the incorrectly merged river basin because the downstream cell of each cell must be selected from among the eight neighboring cells. Although errors in the constructed river network map may decrease when the resolution is increased, smaller-scale river branches resolved in higher-resolution grids may still present the same problem.
With the FLOW method, downstream cells are not necessarily selected from among the eight neighboring cells, but can be flexibly located by their coordinate numbers. For example, in Fig. 1a , cell A4 can be assigned as the downstream cell of cell A2 in the FLOW method. As the outlet pixels of upstream and downstream cells are always allocated along the same stream as on the original map (see cells D3 and B5 in Fig. 4a) , the upstream-downstream relation of the original flow direction map can always be preserved in the upscaled river network map constructed by the FLOW method. This method does not cause the disconnections of original flow paths so often seen with other upscaling methods, and thus it reduces the need for manual correction.
In most macro-scale river routing models (e.g., Miller et al., 1996; Arora and Boer, 2002; Oki et al., 1999; Hunger and Döll, 2008) , the amount of water discharged from each grid is calculated and transferred to the downstream grid prescribed by the river network map. Within this model framework, the traditional D8 form is a sufficient, but not necessary, condition for describing the river network map. Thus, the river network map derived using the FLOW method could be applied to existing river routing models, with proper modifications of the method for indicating downstream grids. However, in order to fully utilize the sub-grid topographic features derived by the FLOW method, the development of new river routing models is essential.
Validation
The quality of an upscaled river network map can be assessed by comparing its upstream area with that on the original flow direction map at the corresponding points along the river network. If the upscaling procedure were to result in disconnections or distortions of the flow paths on the original flow direction map, significant error in the calculated upstream area on the upscaled river network map would be expected. For example, in Fig. 1a , River B is disconnected from its downstream stretch and is incorrectly merged into River A. In this case, the upstream area is overestimated for River A and underestimated for the downstream stretch of River B. In fact, an accurate reproduction of the upstream area is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the validation of river networks, because upstream area does not represent the shape of a basin or sub-basin (Orlandini and Moretti, 2009 ). Nevertheless, the comparison between the original and upscaled upstream areas is considered to be adequate for validating the accuracy of the upscaling. Figure 8 compares the upstream areas of all cells on the original flow direction map and the upscaled river network maps. The river network maps at T213 resolution, which is the wave number-based grid coordinate resolution used in General Circulation Models with a cell size of approximately 0.56 degree, or ∼50 km, were constructed using three different upscaling methods: the FLOW method (Fig. 8a) , the upscaling method of Döll and Lehner (2002) (Fig. 8b) , and the Double Maximum Method of Olivera et al. (2002) (Fig. 8c) . The procedures of river network delineation described by Döll and Lehner consist of an upscaling method and manual correction, but only their upscaling method is compared in Fig. 8 . The patterns of the plotted points in Fig. 8 indicate the accuracy of the upscaling procedure. When the original river network structures are preserved in the upscaled map, the plots are clustered near the 1:1 line. On the other hand, over and under estimations of upstream areas caused by errors in upscaling procedures give points that deviate from the 1:1 line. Compared with other two upscaling methods using D8 form, the FLOW method produced remarkably better agreement with the fine-resolution map (Fig. 8) . The slight scatter observed in Fig. 8a is due to the difference in area between the coarse-resolution square grid cells and the fine-resolution realistic drainage areas (delineated in Step 3.3 and shown in Fig. 5a ). This error can be reduced with increased resolution of the upscaled river network. The trend observed in Fig. 8 is also seen in comparisons among upscaled river network maps at other resolutions.
The correspondence between an upscaled river network map and the original flow direction map can be statistically evaluated by the modeling efficiency (ME), or equivalently by the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (Janssen and Heuberger, 1995) , defined as follows:
where O i is the upstream area on the fine-resolution flow direction map at the outlet pixel of cell i,Ō is the average of O i for all cells, and P i is the upstream area on the upscaled river network map at the cell i. The ME for the FLOW method is close to 0.99, compared with 0.90 for the method by Döll and Lehner (2002) and 0.69 for the Double Maximum Method by Olivera et al. (2002) . Therefore, the quality of the river network map upscaled by the FLOW method is considerably higher than that constructed by previous upscaling methods based on D8 form.
Discussion
The FLOW method makes it possible to automatically construct coarse-resolution river network maps without tedious manual correction. Manual correction is the largest obstacle in deriving macro-scale river network maps, and thus the number of feasible river network maps with adequate manual correction for use in global river routings is limited (e.g., Oki and Sud, 1999; Vörösmarty et al., 2000; Döll and Lenner, 2000) . As it does not require manual correction, the FLOW method can provide river network maps at various resolutions. For example, Fig. 9 illustrates upscaled river network maps describing part of the Mississippi River basin at resolutions of 30 arc min (Fig. 9a ) and 15 arc min (Fig. 9b) . With the FLOW method, it is also possible to produce river network maps with grid coordinates other than longitude and latitude, e.g., wave number-based grid coordinates such as those used in General Circulation Models. In addition to its variable resolution advantage, the FLOW method also incorporates the parameterization of sub-grid topographic features. Because a coarse-resolution river network map can be automatically derived from a fineresolution flow direction map without any manual procedures, each coarse-resolution cell can be linked to a certain part of the original flow direction map via the outlet pixel of the cell. Thus, a river network map upscaled by the FLOW method can automatically represent micro-scale topographic information from fine-resolution pixels of the original flow direction map. As explained in Step 3 of the The number of cells with a negative river channel gradient in the downstream direction is counted on the upscaled river network map at a resolution of 1 degree. The gradient of a river channel is calculated based on both the elevation of the outlet pixel and the cell-averaged elevation. The degree of error in the river channel gradient is categorized as <10 m, 10-100 m, and >100 m based on the difference in elevation between the upstream and downstream cells.
upscaling procedure, three sub-grid topographic characteristics (river channel meanderings, river channel elevations, and realistic drainage boundaries) are objectively parameterized and mapped onto the upscaled river networks. The advantages of including these sub-grid features in global river routing models are discussed below.
The river channel length between the upstream and downstream cells is required by most river routing models in order to determine river discharge toward the downstream cell (e.g., Miller et al., 1996) . In the FLOW method, the river channel length for each cell, as defined in Step 3.1, is the length of the fine-resolution flow path between the outlet pixels of upstream and downstream cells, considering the river meandering embedded in the original fine-resolution map. Defining river channel length based on the fine-resolution map is more reasonable than using the geometric distance between the centers of two cells, which neglects river meandering at the sub-grid scale, as in previous methods. Some previous models consider sub-grid river meandering by introducing a meandering ratio (the ratio of the geometric distance between two cells to the length of the river averaged over the globe or basin, see Oki et al., 1999) . However, this ratio may fail to reflect the reality of complex river networks, because the meandering of flow paths is not globally homogeneous (Costa et al., 2002) . In contrast, the heterogeneity of river meandering as revealed on fine-resolution flow direction maps is explicitly accounted for on the upscaled river network map by the FLOW method.
The elevation of the river channel in each cell is also required by river routing models that calculate river discharge by considering the river channel gradient (e.g., Arora and Boer, 1999) . In most previous models, the river channel gradient is calculated from the geometric distance between the center of two adjacent cells and the difference between the cell-averaged elevations. However, the cell-averaged elevation may deviate from the actual elevation of a river channel, particularly in mountainous regions where topographic relief is large, and a discrepancy in elevation may cause errors such as negative hydraulic gradients, which impede river flow (Arora and Boer, 1999) . In the FLOW method, the river channel elevation of a cell is defined as the "true" elevation of the outlet pixel as shown by the fine-resolution DEM. As the outlet pixel of each cell represents the upstream edge of the river channel for that grid, the accuracy of the river channel slope is better in the FLOW method. The accuracy of the river channel slopes can be evaluated by counting the number of river channels with a negative gradient toward their downstream cells. Table 1 shows this number for river channel gradients calculated using both the elevation of the outlet pixels and the cell-averaged elevation for the same upscaled river network map at the 1 degree resolution. In Table 1 , all cells with a negative channel gradient are categorized as <10 m, 10-100 m, or >100 m, based on the difference in elevation between their upstream and downstream cells: The number of cells with negative river channel gradients totals 483 when the river channel slope is calculated from the elevation of the outlet pixels, whereas the number increases to 1819 when the gradient is calculated from the cell-averaged elevation. The number of negative river channel gradients with a marked difference in elevation (>10 m) is significantly decreased when sub-grid topographic distribution is taken into account. Thus, the elevation of outlet pixels is more suitable than the cell-averaged elevation for the estimation of river channel gradients.
The FLOW method successfully links the drainage areabased approach with global river routing models by aggregating 1-km pixels into coarse-resolution drainage area elements whose size is almost similar to the grid size (see Step 3.3 of the upscaling procedure). A drainage area-based approach, originally proposed for land surface modeling (Koster et al., 2000) , attempts to reconcile the discrepancy between square model cells and realistic drainage boundaries defined by micro-scale topography. For example, the scattering around the 1:1 line in Fig. 8a , which is caused by this discrepancy, can be entirely eliminated by applying a drainage area-based approach. For global-scale modeling, which has a coarser resolution, the discrepancy between actual drainage boundaries and square cells becomes larger (Fig. 5a ). Given that water flow is primarily driven by micro-scale topography, a drainage area-based approach is preferable for the realistic routing of direct runoff into the proper river basins, consistent with those delineated at the sub-grid scale.
A drainage area-based approach requires disaggregation of forcing data (e.g., runoff, precipitation, and evaporation) in order to dissolve the mismatch between rectangular gridded forcing and irregular drainage area elements (Koster et al., 2000) . The disaggregation algorithm requires more computation than the usual rectangular-gridded approach, but it brings a realistic representation of flux exchanges into hydrological modeling. When this technique is adopted, coarseresolution grids are no longer the essential elements upon which river network maps are based. Because drainage area elements can be defined independently of the coarseresolution grids, as done in smaller-scale hydrological models (e.g., Moore and Grayson, 1991; Goleti et al., 2008; Moretti and Orlandini, 2008) , grid-based allocation of river networks, which underlies the FLOW method, is not the absolute way for describing global river network maps. Therefore, upscaling methods for deriving macro-scale river network maps have the potential to be further improved.
Conclusions
The Flexible Location of Waterways (FLOW) method, a newly developed upscaling method, allows the construction of a coarse-resolution river network map from an original fine-resolution flow direction map, with significantly fewer errors than with previous methods. The disconnection of originally continuous flow paths has been the main problem encountered with previous methods for producing an upscaled river network map. The FLOW method overcomes this problem by determining the flexible location of downstream cells using their coordinate numbers, rather than one of the eight neighboring directions as is used in the traditional D8 form. This results in a realistic river network map without tedious manual correction. As another advantage of the FLOW method, sub-grid topographical features, which are embedded in the original fine-resolution maps, are objectively parameterized, and three sub-grid topographic characteristics (river channel meanderings, river channel elevations, and realistic drainage boundaries) are mapped for the upscaled river network map. The automated construction of river network maps at variable resolutions and the objective parameterization of sub-grid topographical features can enhance global river routing models for use in terrestrial water studies and water resource assessments.
